
 

Weddings at The Flower Shop 
108a Wolverhampton Road, Codsall, Wolverhampton, WV8 1PE 

Tel : 01902 843763 

 

Please use this price guide as a reference and is only a glimpse or what can create and style. 

Prices vary throughout the year and your size and floral selection may vary the price. This has 

been put together to assist your budgeting.  

 

2021 Wedding Flower Price List 
 

Bridal and bridesmaids flowers  

Bridal posy £89.50 

Handtie posy with a mixed selection of flowers to include roses. Various options can be 

designed to adapt to your style.   

Brides full shaped posy £112.50 

Compact handtied posy in design, creating a full dome shape for instant impact.   

Bridal boho style bouquet £125.00 

This style consists of mixed floral content, foliage’s and grasses with flowers of your choice. 

This bouquet is a very full, natural and has a very unarranged handpicked feel to it. The overall 

feel to be loose and dramatic.  

Bridal teardrop shower £130.00 

Designed as a bridal posy with a small trailing element to enhance the design.   

Bridal shower bouquet £140.00 

Dramatic and cascading full bridal shower. Mixed flowers to compliment your theme, loose 

foliage's and grasses.   

Bridesmaid Bouquet 

Handtie posie with designed as the bridal flowers but not as elaborate £52.50 

Compact posie having a dome effect of white gypsophila £30.00 

Buttonholes and Corsages  

Single rose buttonhole £7.95  

Single rose with modern mixed foliage's that compliment the bridal flowers.   

Mini cluster £7.95 

Mixed flowers having a mini extract of the bridal flowers. Options for stem detail and attached 

with a pearl pin.  



 

Calla lily buttonhole £8.95 

Single calla with foliage’s to compliment the bride. Grass twists, and the stem to be overlaid 

with bullion wire for added design.  Attached with a pearl pin.  

Men’s Buttonhole £6.95 

A single rose and mixed foliage. Attached with a pearl pin.  

Pageboy £5.95 

Mini buttonhole (smaller version of the mens buttonhole). Secured with a magnet, removing 

the need for a pin.  

Ladies corsage £14.95 

Cluster of flowers and foliage to compliment wedding theme/outfit. Secured with a magnet  to 

remove the need for a pin. Beadwork can be incorporated.   

Venue Flowers   

Civil top table arrangement £68.50 

Front facing arrangement to be placed on your ceremony table and can be moved to your top 

table after your ceremony. Flower selection to be in keeping with your colour theme. Approx. 

3ft in length. (Can be made smaller if required).  

Giant helium balloon £19.99 

3ft round helium balloon with hessian/string lengths attached to a hessian table weight.   

Giant helium balloon £29.50 

3ft round helium balloon with mixed foliage’s trailing down with LED lights attached as an 

option. This is attached to a hessian weight.   

Tall Martini Vase £89.50 (inc vase hire) 

A large and dramatic all round arrangement designed into the cup of our 100cmMartini vase 

with a mixed selection of flowers and foliage’s to match with your colour scheme and theme of 

your wedding. Vase on hire from ourselves.  

Tall glass conical vase £57.50 (inc vase hire) 

With an all round arrangement incorporated into the top of the vase with the vase itself filled 

with cellophane to create a crushed ice effect. Vase on hire from ourselves.  

4ft artificial cherry blossom trees in a hessian pot £17.50 

Ivory cherry blossom tree on hire displayed in a hessian pot. Extras available to hire including 

wood slices, table numbers, variety of vases and LED lights.   

Mixed Vases £32.50 (inc vase hire & wood slice hire) 

Mix selection of different jars and vases to include a mix of flowers and foliage’s in keeping 

with the wedding theme. The vases shall be sitting on a wood slice and different options are 

available.  



 

 

Wreath style with hurricane vase in the centre £68.50 (inc vase hire) 

An all round arrangement styled with a hurricane vase in the centre with a candle (for us to 

provide) lit inside. The arrangement would include a mixed selection of flowers and foliage 

styled around your wedding flowers. Option to present the display on a wooden log slice.  

Styling  

Vintage Bike £53.50  

A vintage bike which can have a personalised welcome message written on the side on hire 

from ourselves. Option to add a floral arrangement in the basket in keeping with your wedding 

theme.   

  

Wine Cask £30.00 

Wine casks available to hire with a large explosive floral arrangement on the top of the casks. 

Colours and flowers in keeping with your wedding colours and flowers.    

  

Rustic entrance reception £195.00 

A very natural display cascading down a staircase or along an entrance. A magical display of 

lanterns, logs, wood slices, LED lights, varying log stumps, moss and soft foliages throughout. 

Floral touches can be added to link in with the rest of the wedding theme and to create a pop of 

colour.  All items on hire.  

This display can be extended to a full size to include the floor. 

 

Card Box £12.50 

Card box (an original bomb box) available for hire. Perfect to store any cards/ presents brought 

by guests to keep them safe throughout the day. Personalised message can be written onto 

foliage’s which would be attached to the lid of the card box.  

 

Floral Archway £495.00 

A beautiful and eye catching display creating a full wow factor.  

Fresh natural floral display arranged over an entrance doorway and both indoor/ outdoor 

options. Cascading elements and following to arrangements across the floor to allow a grown on 

look. This display can be created to match any colour/ flower themes and in any style preferred.   

 

Tree Skin Arrangement £125.00 (inc hire of tree skin)  

A very natural and tall display of mixed natural styled flowers with our Tree skins available for 

hire created inside. Flowers and colours can be changed to compliment themes and styles.  

 

6ft Pink Cherry Blossom Trees £35.00 each 

Pretty and romantic pale pink cherry blossom trees in artificial. Available to hire from ourselves. 

Perfect at the start of your aisle and moved to your reception after your ceremony.  

 

Petals down aisle £42.50 

Fresh rose petals in choice of colour 

  

 


